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Dear Delegates, 

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you all to VAMUN XXXVIII, The University of               

Virginia´s 37th simulation of the United Nations. We are excited to welcome you into the Wilson                

Global Simulations System, a fun, fast-paced, and thrilling simulation made up of six crisis              

committees. You all will simulate the Ottoman Empire from 1913 onward (you might know what               

comes after that). Your crisis director, Connor May and I are dedicated to helping your               

experience in the committee be the best it can be. 

My name is Jay Fisher, and I will be your Chair. I am a second-year I have been involved                   

with Model UN since tenth grade. This will be my first time chairing a committee, so I hope you                   

all are just as excited as I am. In competing in WGSS, I believe that you will compete in one of                     

the best committees that VAMUN has to offer. Your actions will have consequences that span               

across not one, not two but six joint committees, and you will have a great opportunity to learn                  

more about one of the most interesting and most forgotten parts of world history: the Ottomans                

in the First World War. 

Once again, it is an honor to welcome you all to the 38th VAMUN conference. Connor                

and I look forward to what will surely be a great weekend.  

 

Sincerely, 
 
Jay Fisher 
Chair, WGSS Ottoman Empire 
jaf5tc@virginia.edu 
 
Connor May 
Crisis Director, WGSS Ottoman Empire 
cm6yc@virginia.ed 
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Committee Overview 

As stated above, our committee is one of six in the epic Wilson Global Simulations               

System. The simulation operates similar to that of a Joint crisis committee, just with even more                

parties competing. All committees will have the same topic and issues to solve within the same                

timeframe. Committees and individual delegates work to resolve the crisis at hand in committee              

while also advancing their own agendas. Since the six committees all operate in a shared               

universe, crisis updates have an even bigger impact on the course events. As a result, your own                 

actions can leave a much bigger impression than in a typical crisis committee. Crisis Directors               

will collaborate in the same space to make sure that the consistency is the same between                

committees, but they will also have singular issues their committees will need to resolve. 

In this year’s WGSS, the delegates of Austria-Hungary, France, Germany, Russia, the            

UK, and of course, the Ottoman Empire will travel back to 1913, a time where tensions were                 

mounting all over Europe. You may know of a certain event that follows, but the power is now in                   

your hands to preserve the Ottoman Empire. The Turkish state is reeling of many losses in 1913,                 

and it will be hard for you all to correct course and save the glorious Ottoman dynasty, but I                   

have faith in you all. 

You will experience many events and interactions with other committees, but much of             

your debates will still center around issues that face your committee directly. So, it’s important               

that you focus your research around the Ottoman Empire and on the historical delegate you will                

represent. While crisis committees do require more quick-thinking and problem solving skills,            

research is more important in this committee. We begin in June 1913, a tough time for the                 

Ottomans. Knowing exactly what problems the empire faced will help you understand the             

complexities that may follow. The delegates who succeed in this committee will be able to               

analyze and solve problems under pressure, and will also know their history regarding the              



Ottomans. Writing your brief position paper is a great way to catch up with the Ottomans. I                 

guarantee that you will have an easier time in committee when you are aware of the events that                  

lead to June, 1913. 

The committee itself will run like any other in Crisis. Parliamentary procedure and joint              

directives will drive the Ottoman Empire forward, but only if delegates remain civil and              

respectful in discourse. Disagreements and debate are encouraged, as this is the best way to               

come to conclusions on a way forward. But it is imperative that the delegates remain civil and                 

reasonable in debate. Criticism is always welcome, but it must be constructive. Respect for your               

fellow Ottoman is essential. It should be needless to say, but any disparaging or discriminatory               

behavior towards an individual will not be tolerated. Simply respect the delegates that share              

your committee, and we can all have a better, more fun weekend. These values go hand in hand                  

with professionalism. Behave like a professional. Have fun, but make sure you take things              

seriously when needed.  

In addition to the committee-wide operations, your individual actions as a delegate will             

also be critical. Sending private directives and creating your own story is a hallmark of crisis,                

and all of us at VAMUN look forward to seeing what you all come up with. Don’t be shy with                    

your directives. Be creative, try new things, and always be looking for opportunity in Crisis               

updates. If your plans don’t work out, then implement new ones. Being able to balance your own                 

private directives with contributing within the committee is important. So, do your best not to               

neglect either.  

Directives also need to be professional and appropriate, and this will mostly pertain to              

mentioning the Armenian Genocide. Though the genocide occured at the hands of the             

Ottomans, we will not be tolerating any crisis notes or actions that relate to the genocide or the                  



subjugation of any ethnic group. Even if your historical delegate has an anti-Armenian stance,              

please refrain from these actions and be respectful. 

Overall, approaching this committee with an understanding of the topic and a readiness             

to think on your feet will yield tremendous benefit. Have fun, be respectful, be prepared, and we                 

will all have a fantastic weekend. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



History 

The Ottoman Empire has a long, interesting history leading up to its troubles in 1913.               

The empire began to form     

in 1299, as the previous     

turkish state, the   

Sultanate of Rum, fell    

and dissolved into   

numerous independent  

Turkish states. One of    

these smaller states was    

lead by Osman. Not much     

is known about Osman, only that he lead his followers to take back the Turkish region and begin                  

a new state in his name, the Ottoman Dynasty . Osman, the first sultan of the empire, left a                  1

lasting legacy and is revered by Ottomans ever since his reign . 2

Osman’s death in 1326 did not slow down the empire. Osman I            

had laid the foundations for a long lasting empire rooted in Islam.            

Osman himself professed a deep devotion to the religion and          

impressed it upon his subjects and his predecessors, especially his          

son, Orhan. Orhan, the second sultan, would begin leading the          

Ottomans to take over most Byzantine territories, as well as remaining           

Turkish states. This created a chain of growth for the empire that            

would continue for several centuries. Soon enough,  

1 Alkhateeb, Firas. “The Birth of the Ottoman Empire.” Lost Islamic History, 30 Oct. 2017, 
lostislamichistory.com/the-birth-of-the-ottoman-empire/ 
2 “Osman.” TheOttomans.org - The Ottomans History, www.theottomans.org/english/family/osman.asp. 



the Ottomans had most of the former Byzantine empire . 3

One the greatest moments for the Ottomans was the fall of Constantinople in 1453. The               

Ottomans gained the early    

advantage, outnumbering the   

Byzantines by more than ten     

to one, surrounding the ports     

with its navy, and destroying     

the city’s walls with massive     

cannons. The fifty day siege     

was a smashing success for     

the Ottomans. The Byzantine    

empire ended, and   

Constantinople became Istanbul . 4

The Ottoman Empire had many more years ahead of them, but some historians mark the               

Battle of Lepanto in 1571 as the beginning of the very slow end of the Ottoman Dynasty. The                  

Holy League was able to defeat the Ottomans in a naval battle in the Gulf of Patras. It marked                   

the demise of the Ottomans Naval supremacy, and would leave their land forces as their means                

of maintaining their empire . Relying on this strength, the Ottomans were able to make up for                5

their losses at sea with their gains on land, reaching their greatest extent in 1683. This extent,                 

however, would soon regress. Christians in Europe were beginning to fight back hard, forming              

3 Alkhateeb, Firas. “The Birth of the Ottoman Empire.” Lost Islamic History, 30 Oct. 2017, 
lostislamichistory.com/the-birth-of-the-ottoman-empire/. 
4 “The Fall of Constantinople.” Then Again, 
www.thenagain.info/WebChron/EastEurope/FallConstantin.html. 
5 Mclaughlin, William. “1571 Battle of Lepanto: The Pope's Naval Crusade - Destroying the Ottoman 
Empire Naval Supremacy.” WAR HISTORY ONLINE, 3 Oct. 2017, 
www.warhistoryonline.com/featured/battle-of-lepanto.html. 



coalitions such as the Holy Leagues. The centuries to follow would mark even more decline for                

the Turkish state .  6

This decline began to take its toll in the 1800’s and the twilight of the 1900’s. There are                  

many factors that lead to the troublesome situation that the committee will face in 1913, but one                 

of the main contributors to the Ottoman headaches were the frequent constitutional reforms             

and an eventual revolution. The Ottomans reformed their constitution in 1876 in an effort for               

the Turks to secure a constitutional government. This failed as the empire simply ignored the               

constitution after many years and reverted to an autocracy. The conspirators against the             

government were the Committee of Union and Progress, more commonly known as the Young              

Turks, successfully revolted and restored the constitution of 1876 with the Young Turk             

Revolution of 1908, allowing for elections and a multi-party system. This may have seemed like               

a positive change on the surface, but the government’s inefficiencies as well as the growing               

tensions between Islam and Turkish nationalism . This rift continues to plague the empire in              7

1913. 

Another interior distraction for the Ottomans was the growing anti-armenian sentiment.           

The Hamidian Massacres of 1894 to 1896 was an early near-genocidal mass murder of              

Armenians in southern Armenia. Around 80,000 to 130,000 Armenians were killed under the             

authority of Sultan Abdul Hamid II. The international community condemned the massacres,            

and many believed that it would set a precedent for the Ottoman Turks to carry out more                 

atrocities against the Armenian minority . 8

6 “Religions - Islam: Ottoman Empire (1301-1922).” BBC, BBC, 4 Sept. 2009, 
www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/islam/history/ottomanempire_1.shtml. 
7 “The Turkish Revolution of 1908-9.” The Future of Wind Power, 
www.mtholyoke.edu/acad/intrel/boshtml/bos126.htm. 
8“Hamidian (Armenian) Massacres.” Young Turks and the Armenian Genocide, 
www.armenian-genocide.org/hamidian.html. 



Those are just some of the Empire’s interior troubles. The threats foreign to the              

Ottomans painted a picture just as bleak. The Italo-Turkish War was one such significant loss.               

Hungry for new land and resources, Italy set their sights on Ottoman North Africa after losing                

out on Tunisia. The Italians staged a naval invasion that the Ottomans were unable to defend                

nor reinforce. This set the tone early, and        

within a year, the Ottomans sued for       

peace in late 1912. Italy gained the       

disputed territory in North Africa. At the       

same time, the Ottomans had more      

trouble brewing in the Balkan regions . 9

One of the most devastating blows the       

empire took was in the Balkan Wars of        

1912 to 1913. The Balkan League of       

Greece, Serbia, Macedonia, and Bulgaria, were able to quickly defeat the disadvantaged            

Ottomans, reclaiming virtually all of the Balkan territories. The Ottoman Empire suffered            

around 125,000 losses and had their extent reduced to Anatolia and the Arabian Coast . Our               10

committee convenes in June 1913, a mere month after the end of this war. 

The conclusion of the current state of Ottoman affairs is simple: practically everything             

has gone wrong. If the aforementioned problems weren't enough, the Empire is also deeply in               

debt and is suffering from a reeling economy . It is easy to see how the timeline we live in ended                    11

9“Italian-Turkish War (1911-1912).” Sports History, historyguy.com/italo_turkish_war.htm. 
10 “Balkan Wars 1912-1913.” New Articles RSS, 
encyclopedia.1914-1918-online.net/article/balkan_wars_1912-1913. 
11 “The Ottoman Empire before World War I.” Weimar Republic, 15 Dec. 2015, 
alphahistory.com/worldwar1/ottoman-empire/. 



in the fall of the Ottoman Empire, but it is important to remember that an entirely new timeline                  

is possible.  

Repairing the empire and surviving what is to come would seem like a near impossible               

task. Just about everything has gone wrong. That’s why it is vital to understand the problems                

facing the Ottomans, for this is the first step to fixing them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Solutions to Consider 

With economic, territorial, and interior problems facing the empire, the delegates need            

to be able to solve them all while considering what should come next. If the Ottomans have any                  

hope of surviving, they need to break their problems up into smaller, more manageable ones.               

For example, the rifts between many population groups have grown very bitter, and this poses a                

threat to Ottoman longevity. Trying to unite one set of groups at a time, such as the Nationalist                  

Turks and the Muslims, can become a great investment in the long run.  

Another example would be in the war department. The Ottoman military is very weak at               

the moment. Taking time to rebuild parts of it and redirect funds can go along way if any new                   

foreign threats emerge.  

These are just a couple of ideas for you to consider. The most important part is to be                  

creative. The best solutions are the ones that creatively incorporate one’s research with quick              

analytical skills. Don’t feel the need to be restricted with your solutions in any way. Walking on                 

eggshells is always a flaw that often holds good delegates back. Brainstorm possibilities and try               

to implement joint and personal directives that you have confidence in. If your plans don’t work                

out, then go back to the drawing board and try once more. Don’t give up on your empire. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



RESOURCES 

To get started with research, looking at the Ottoman Empire’s history on Wikipedia or              

Britannica. You shouldn’t cite these as sources of your research in your position paper, but it will                 

give you a good foundation for researching the topic more in-depth later. Wikipedia is good, but                

Britannica is even better, as it is more cohesive, organized and aesthetically pleasing. 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Ottoman-Empire 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ottoman_Empire 

Since we begin committee in 1913, you should frame your research around the Ottoman              

Empire’s decline in the years prior. This article does an excellent job of summarizing just how                

bad the state of the empire has come to be in 1913. 

https://alphahistory.com/worldwar1/ottoman-empire/  

The entire history of the Ottoman Empire is very interesting, but it will not always be                

relevant in Crisis. You should focus your research on the Empire in the 19th and 20th centuries,                 

but also have some understanding of the long standing traditions that have helped the empire               

last this long, such as it’s successful sultans and its devotion to Islam. www.theottomans.org is a                

great place for learning about how the Empire came to be and how it’s lasted for so long. Keep in                    

mind however, that it has a pro-Ottoman slant. 

If you are into podcasts, you’re in for a treat. www.ottomanhistorypodcast.com has            

almost 200 episodes of interesting Ottoman history, with many that will be pertinent to our               

simulation. 

Look to the bibliography of the background guide for some useful information on the              

events that lead to 1913, such as the Hamidian Massacres, the Balkan Wars, and the               

Italo-Turkish War. The recent nature of these events make them essential to our committee, and               

the problems you will face right away resulted from these. 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Ottoman-Empire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ottoman_Empire
https://alphahistory.com/worldwar1/ottoman-empire/
http://www.theottomans.org/
http://www.ottomanhistorypodcast.com/


CONCLUSION 

As you can see, the Ottoman Empire faces an uphill battle in 1913, no matter what                

happens outside of its borders. You may see it at first as a disadvantage, but a better way to look                    

at it is as a grand opportunity. The Ottomans have hit rock bottom, and you can either let them                   

stay there and eventually dissolve into history, or you can help it back up. Everybody loves an                 

underdog, and let’s be honest, the underdog in 1913 Europe has to be the Sick Man of Europe                  

himself: the Ottoman Dynasty! 

Many problems are facing the empire. Remember that your best chance of solving them              

are to break them into manageable chunks. This goes hand in hand with preparedness. With five                

other committees all fighting for themselves, danger can come from any angle. It’s just as               

important to think on your feet as it is to research. Don’t forget to collaborate with your fellow                  

Ottomans in the committee room. You may have differences between each other, but in the end,                

it’s all about the Ottoman State. With hard work, faith, and creative solutions, you just might                

have a shot at saving the Sick Man of Europe from collapse. 
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